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A range of sleek, modern,

minimalist shower enclosures

offering affordable, quality

showering without 

compromising on functionality.

Designed to look stylish, Kubo

combines hardwearing

practicality with flexible, durable

construction for an everyday

showering experience.

Whatever bathroom you have   

in mind, Kubo fits in beautifully.

K
ub

o
Timeless
design

for everyone

Kubo 900mm quadrant enclosure,
Idealite shower tray with CTV
thermostatic shower valve and
Idealrain shower kit. 02
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Easy to love
Impossible to resist

The clean, balanced lines of Kubo are easy on the eye, but don’t let their apparent simplicity fool you.

The entire range is expertly designed and built using quality materials and can offer smart solutions.

With features including IdealClean as standard, and horizontal adjustment of up to 50mm, every Kubo

shower enclosure is easy and flexible to install in any bathroom space.
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With a wide choice of door styles and sizes, Kubo

fits your life perfectly. From sliding doors to pivots,

quadrants to corner entry enclosures it suits

virtually any space. Clear glass with IdealClean

finish complements Kubo’s distinctive bright silver

frames, meaning you can create an enclosure to

match your ideal showering experience perfectly.

Built with the quality, design and performance

principles you expect from Ideal Standard, every

Kubo product exceeds all current European

Standards and is guaranteed for ten years.

with IdealClean finishwithout IdealClean finish

Toughened safety glass thickness

IdealClean finish. Makes glass easier to clean
– and stay clean for longer

Smooth Running Wheels 
Means doors glide along… with no jarring

Horizontal Adjustment 
Up to 25mm on each profile on all models 
allows perfect fitting to out-of-true walls 

Key features
These symbols appear throughout the brochure to provide a quick overview

of each enclosure’s     features:

Click and Clean. The bottom wheels and panels can
be released to expose the doors, panels and seals
for thorough cleaning. The panel then easily clicks
back into position to ensure a water tight seal.  

Power Shower Tested. Enclosures have
been power shower tested to ensure the
seals are watertight with even the most
invigorating shower

High-quality IdealClean 6mm
toughened safety glass is standard
across the range. Kubo is designed

for everyday family life and for
added peace of mind has been

tested over 20,000 times.



Kubo quadrant / offset quadrant
Harmonious, curved edges allow a large yet unimposing showering

area. Sliding doors inside the enclosure ensure maximum access,

making Kubo quadrant or offset quadrant an ideal way to create

an oasis of calm.

design

Click and Clean
Click and Clean makes cleaning the
door panels simple and easy. Just
push on the bottom wheel covers to
release the lower part of the door
panel allowing access for cleaning.

Kubo 900mm quadrant shower
enclosure, Idealite shower tray
with ITV exposed shower valve
and Idealrain shower kit.

Kubo 1200 x 800mm offset
quadrant shower enclosure and
Idealite shower tray, Ceratherm 100
thermostatic shower valve and
Idealrain shower kit. 06
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Kubo pivot door
The Kubo pivot door is a versatile solution for any space. The door swings

open to offer wide access. With a Kubo side panel it creates an elegant,

spacious pivot corner enclosure – or it’s ideal for a classic alcove installation.
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Kubo 900mm  pivot door,
Idealite shower tray, ITV
exposed thermostatic
shower valve and Idealrain
shower kit.

By adding a side
panel you can create
an elegant light
enclosure with a
spacious feel. Panels
can be used with
pivot, bi-fold and
sliding doors  .

Kubo 900mm pivot door
with side panel, Idealite
shower tray, ITV exposed
thermostatic shower valve
and Idealrain shower kit.



Kubo 1200mm slider door with
800mm side panel, Idealite
shower tray,  ITV exposed
thermostatic shower valve and
Idealrain shower kit.

Kubo slider doors
The Kubo slider door offers maximum access and a reassuring feeling of quality to enhance your

showering experience. With their simple, clean, sophisticated lines and smooth runners, they are a

practical solution for alcove installations. You can use slider doors to cover an opening up to 1200mm

for a spacious enclosure in any bathroom, or create the feeling of even more room by combining your

slider door with a Kubo side panel.

functionality

Nice and easy
Smooth running w   heels add a genuine quality
feel every time you open and close the door,
eliminating annoying jarring.

Kubo 1000mm slider door with Idealite
shower tray, Ceratherm 100 thermostatic
shower valve and Idealrain shower kit.
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Kubo bi-fold door
The unique bi-fold door is a great option for bathrooms with limited space, folding

both inwards and outwards, it offers wide access even in awkward spaces.

innovation

A true bi-fold
For added convenience the unique Kubo
bi-fold door opens both inwards and
outwards, making cleaning the enclosure
simple and easy.

Built with quality, design
and performance in mind
the seals on all Kubo
enclosures are enclosed
within the profile for a
cleaner look.

Kubo 900mm bi-fold door with
Idealite shower tray, Ceratherm 100
shower valve and Idealrain shower kit
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Kubo corner entry
If space is tight on either side of your

shower, a Kubo corner entry shower

enclosure could be the perfect solution.

Sliding doors roll inside a compact frame,

accentuating the feeling of space.

Kubo 900mm corner entry
shower enclosure with Idealite
shower tray, Ceratherm 100
thermostatic shower valve and
Idealrain shower kit. 
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Pivot alcove

T7371EO 700 Pivot door
T7372EO 760 Pivot door
T7373EO 800 Pivot door
T7374EO 900 Pivot door

Offset quadrant

T7352EO 800 x 1000 Offset quadrant
T7355EO 800 x 1200 Offset quadrant

Quadrant

T7350EO 800 Quadrant
T7351EO 900 Quadrant
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Kubo

Quadrant 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

Dim. C
Width (mm)

800 755 - 780 405 755 - 780

900 855 - 880 560 855 - 880

Pivot 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

700 650 - 700 450

760 710 - 760 475

800 750 - 800 500

900 850 - 900 550

Offset Quadrant 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

Dim. C
Width (mm)

1000 x 800 755 - 780 493 955 - 980

1200 x 800 755 - 780 493 1155 - 1180

Kubo It’s part of the family
The sleek, modern style of Kubo fits perfectly into the complete Ideal Standard range, with a choice

of complete bathroom solutions to make your bathroom perfect. Choose from a selection of shower

trays and shower valves and kits to accent your Kubo shower enclosure, and add other accessories to

set off your style. The choice is almost limitless.

Idealrain 
A complete shower range 

for a new dimension in

showering: one of the flattest

handsprays on the market 

and a slim, clean 

and contemporary design

aesthetic for maximum

performance and 

functionality.

(Designed by ARTEFAKT)

Idealite 
Idealite low profile shower trays represent a new    

generation of shower trays. Incredibly strong and

surprisingly light, they are available in a wide choice of

sizes and shapes with the option of integral upstands

so they can be tiled in with a watertight fit or riser kits

to accommodate plumbing above floor level. Tough

and resilient enough to stand up to daily wear and

tear. The trays are supplied complete with an attractive

fast-flow contemporary chrome waste which, coupled

with a 45mm height, makes them perfect for creating

a minimal look. All Idealite shower trays are backed by

our famous ten year guarantee.



Slider alcove

T7378EO 1000 Slider door
T7379EO 1100 Slider door
T7380EO 1200 Slider door

Corner entry

T7358EO 760 Corner entry door
T7361EO 800 Corner entry door
T7364EO 900 Corner entry door
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Bi-fold alcove

T7375EO 760 Bi-fold door
T7376EO 800 Bi-fold door
T7377EO 900 Bi-fold door

Bi-fold corner

T7375EO 760 Bi-fold door
T7376EO 800 Bi-fold door
T7377EO 900 Bi-fold door
T7368EO 760 Side panel
T7369EO 800 Side panel
T7370EO 900 Side panel
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Pivot corner

T7371EO 700 Pivot door
T7372EO 760 Pivot door
T7373EO 800 Pivot door
T7374EO 900 Pivot door
T7367EO 700 Side panel
T7368EO 760 Side panel
T7369EO 800 Side panel
T7370EO 900 Side panel

Slider corner

T7378EO 1000 Slider door
T7379EO 1100 Slider door
T7380EO 1200 Slider door
T7368EO 760 Side panel
T7369EO 800 Side panel
T7370EO 900 Side panel

Pivot 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

700 651 - 701 450

760 711 - 761 475

800 751 - 801 500

900 851 - 901 550

Slider 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

1000 950 - 1000 390

1100 1050 - 1100 440

1200 1150 - 1200 490

Bi-fold
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

760 710 - 760 520

800 750 - 800 560

900 850 - 900 660

Slider 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

1000 952 - 1002 390

1100 1052 - 1102 440

1200 1152 - 1202 490

Side 
panel

Dim. C
Width (mm)

700 655 - 705 

760 715 - 765

800 755 - 805

900 855 - 905

Side 
panel

Dim. C
Width (mm)

760 715 - 765

800 755 - 805

900 855 - 905

Slider 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

760 711 - 761 520

800 751 - 801 560

900 851 - 901 660

Side 
panel

Dim. C
Width (mm)

760 715 - 765

800 755 - 805

900 855 - 905

Corner entry 
enclosure

Dim. A
Width (mm)

Dim. B
Opening (mm)

Dim. C
Width (mm)

760 715 - 740 395 715 - 740

800 755 - 780 425 755 - 780

900 855 - 880 495 855 - 880



Square upstand low profile tray

L633301 760 tray and waste
L633401 800 tray and waste
L633501 900 tray and waste

Rectangular upstand low profile tray

L633601 900 x 760 tray and waste
L633701 1000 x 800 tray and waste
L633801 1200 x 760 tray and waste
L633901 1200 x 800 tray and waste

Quadrant upstand low profile tray

L634101 800 quadrant tray and waste
L634201 900 quadrant tray and waste

Sundries

L630901 Idealite 1200 riser kit (for use with trays up to 1200)
L631001 Idealite Quadrant riser kit
L630801 Idealite flexible waste pipe

Idealite shower trays
Our confidence in the quality and reliability of
Ideal Standard products enables us to offer
long guarantees for complete peace of mind.
Kubo shower enclosures are guaranteed for
ten years, one year for IdealClean glass
coating and Idealite shower trays for ten years.
The guarantee covers all defects in materials
and manufacture but excludes general wear
and tear. Our guarantee is offered on all
products that have been used in the manner
they were intended, and does not apply to any
products that have been misused or abused in
any way. Products must be installed and cared
for in line with our fixing instructions and local
water byelaws. The guarantee covers products
in domestic use by the consumer and not
commercial or business use. In the unlikely
event the product fails within the guarantee
period, we offer a free replacement or
replacement part (or nearest equivalent).
Liability is limited to individual products and
does not cover consequential loss or damage
on installations. When your bathroom has
been satisfactorily installed and is working
well, please ensure you register your
guarantee. The guarantee is transferable – it
applies to the product not the purchaser
provided guarantee registration details are
passed on to the new owner. You can register
for guarantees on a bathroom bought on your
behalf by a plumber or builder. Applies to UK
and Republic of Ireland only. This guarantee
does not affect your statutory rights.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing
improvement in design and performance of its
products. The right is therefore reserved to vary
specifications without notice. Colour
reproduction is as accurate as possible within
the limitations of the printing process. 

A division of Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd. 
P1585 07/11. 

Important installation information
A key element in the performance of a
bathroom is the quality of the installation. We
recommend you use a plumber from a
registered association (see below) and consult
him (or her) right from the start. Your local
Ideal Standard stockist may offer a plumbing
service or, if not, will be able to recommend a
qualified plumber. 

Recognised plumbing associations
Association of Plumbing and Heating
Contractors (APHC) www.aphc.co.uk  
Tel: 024 7647 0626 

The Institute of Plumbing and Heating
Engineering  www.iphe.org.uk  
Tel: 01708 472791

Scottish and Northern Ireland Plumbing
Employers Federation  www.snipef.org.uk
Tel: 0131 225 2255

Guarantee
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Idealite shower trays

Rectangular flat top low profile tray

L631701 900 x 760 tray and waste
L631801 900 x 800 tray and waste
L631901 1000 x 800 tray and waste
L632001 1200 x 760 tray and waste
L632101 1200 x 800 tray and waste
L632201 1200 x 900 tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand

Quadrant flat top low profile tray

L632601 800 quadrant tray and waste
L63270 900 quadrant tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand

Offset Quadrant flat top

L663101 1000 x 800 LH offset quadrant tray and waste
L663001 1000 x 800 RH offset quadrant tray and waste
L663301 1200 x 800 LH offset quadrant tray and waste
L663201 1200 x 800 RH offset quadrant tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand

Square flat top low profile tray

L631301 760 tray and waste
L631401 800 tray and waste
L631501 900 tray and waste
L631601 1000 tray and waste
LV69967 Adhesive upstand
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A B C

760 x 760 770 770 385

800 x 800 810 810 405

900 x 900 910 910 455

1000 x 1000 1010 1010 505      

A B C

900 x 760 910 770 455

900 x 800 910 810 455

1000 x 800 1010 810 505

1200 x 760 1210 770 605

1200 x 800 1210 810 605

1200 x 900 1210 910 605

A B C D E F G

800 x 800 810 810 510 510 260 260 909

900 x 900 910 910 610 610 360 360 1056

A B C D E F

1000 x 800 LH 810 1010 710 510 460 260

1000 x 800 RH 1010 810 510 710 260 460

1200 x 800 LH 810 1210 910 510 660 260

1200 x 800 RH 1210 810 510 910 260 660

Left Hand

Right Hand


